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Hacking & Errors
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New method to generate shapes

With Photogrammetry & 3D Printing

11 / 2018

This is an experimental task and a new exploring journey for me. The project is 
located at the front gate of Kodak Eastman Center, Rochester, NY. In the front 
entrance, there is a Kodak founder memorial, which failed to communicate 
their concept and history by using tedious carved words on a cylinder stone 
stele. The set is controlled in an approximately 70,000-inch cube and enclose 
the memorial. 

In this particular site, it serves as a supplement for the memorial to 
communicate the history as the project designed through photogrammetry 
technique which strongly related to new Kodak researching field after its 
financial crisis. 

In presenting the project, several traditional filmmaking techniques are 
adopted, to explore the film effects in presenting architecture works and pay 
tribute to those great directors who used Kodak films.
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Workflow

The project is created by using photogrammetry, which generates meshes from surrounding 
pictures of an object. Inspired by current traditional architecture:

1. I built three groups of “architectural” elements, include “walls”, “floors” and “bridges”. 
These elements are built with cardstock, and they are relatively close to each other. 

2. I use a camera and took approximately 10 pictures in all direction around these elements.

3. Finally, the program Photo-scan produces meshes based on the analysis of pictures.

If the mesh is not exciting, cracked, or failed, I would modify or create a new architectural 
element set and change number of photos, the preciseness of the program.



Potential
The meshes in this project can be a shell of a 
building, landscape, sculpture, or even a seat 
in a different scales.

Here I explore the potential of two meshes, 
modify them as a shell of the community 
exhibition center.



Exploration of 
film making
Inspired by Kodak products, I explore 
the role of traditional filmmaking in 
architecture performance. By using 
black and white scenes and bright 
yellow people models, audiences 
will pay attention to the interaction 
between users and architecture.

Although some scenes 3D printing 
models are useful and precisely 
presented the overall of meshes, a 
large hollow model is used to present 
details of meshes in some scenes 
instead of small models. This fake 
model is built by plaster wrap on one 
side, and another side is museum 
board structure.

Besides, a background such as trees 
and buildings are used to realize the 
movie. They are not realistic, for 
example, building’s facades are pieces 
of broad with a printed image.

This technique is able to present the 
work in a very powerful and quick 
way



Creating & Connecting
Large area urban planning & design

With my diligent teammates

6 / 2018

This is a group project about urban planning and design, which is 
modified from the graduation project. It aims to increase the density 
of a low usage cargo for Shenzhen Bay checkpoint. The site covers 
approximately 120,000 square meters,  including original  function 
a r e a ,  r e s i d e n t i a l  a r e a ,  c r e a t i v e  i n d u s t r y  a r e a ,  a n d  c o m m u n i t y 
facilities. I lead the whole team and mainly design creative industry area. Thanks 
for team member Jiayuan Z, Xiongbing D, Wenbo M, and Jingming H.
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The Shenzhen Bay Checkpoint is the largest one among the eight checkpoints between Shenzhen 
and Hong Kong. Since the return of Hong Kong, services like cargo and visitor transportation have 
increased yearly. The Shenzhen Bay Checkpoint is designed and projected with a larger portion of cargo 
transportation while less portion of visitor transportation. However, along with an economic boom 
of China mainland, there is a rapid growth of tourists to Hong Kong, but the local freight transport 
decreased. That situation also brings about the crowding in the checkpoint, making the cargo transport 
almost empty. By analyzing the policies and using algorithms with traffic data, we predicted that 50% 
of usable land in the cargo port. These lands could be transformed into grassland, entertainment areas, 
community facilities, and creative industries.

Site

HK
SZ

History & Background info



The project is designed strategically with low height dense development, second-floor capillary 
platform, function dominate planning. Introduced industries include logistics, entertainment, 
creativity incubator, and real estate. Based on the analysis of context, the logistic is set in the north, 
real estates and community facilities are placed in the middle part, while creative industries are 
assigned in the south. The whole area is connected by a huge second-floor pedestrian platform 
and several light rails, while cargo transportation is placed underground, thus people, cars, lorries 
would be active in separated elevations, and noise from traffic is limited below people’s area. The 
whole site is planted with botany that suitable for the local environment instead of a huge plank of 
concrete. In the design, policies are also designed as text.
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The second-floor platform followed guideline which connects every building. A free figure is 
inspired by myxobacteria, which build graceful bridges between objects. Therefore, the platform 
there exhibited organic and bionic design concept and create environmental-friendly work and 
living space with trees and flowers far away from vehicles. 

The second-floor platform follows a guideline that connects each building by using myxobacteria 
to build free-form shapes. The platform exhibits a combination of organic and bionic design, trees 
and flowers are planted on the sides of the roads, creating an environmental-friendly space for 
work and living. Specifically, containers, symbolized as a sensed of Inclusiveness, can be placed 
on the free zones. In the Industry Zone, amenities such as food court and Ferris wheel will be built 
for recreational purpose, as well as encouraging the tourists to attend Product Show host by small-
sized enterprises. The Creative Industrial Zone is the main part of the design that supported by 
government policy, gauging for more adequate facilities, living and recreational space essential for 
the small firms.

The creative industries area is the main part of the area mainly designed by me. Because of high 
yield and fast development speed of high-tech companies, there are many small technological 
innovation firms emerged in this area. The area is designed with matched policy support these small 
firms surviving and growing in high rent and cruel market competition.





Dynamic & logic

This task is a journey of logic thinking and computer program study. The 
whole shape is almost created by the grasshopper of rhino. Using a sequence of 
components, the program produced matters from a mass of lines to a series of 
fancy trapezoids with holes. Several parameters are used during the generation, 
and computer language Python took part in the generation of grayscale texture 
which covered on the shape.

Pattern design

With Grasshopper

10 / 2018
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The basic generation logic is loft from lift offset polygon that 
split from a mass of lines. The lines are generated by rotating 
a series of lines based on the distance between an interference 
point to the closest point of lines. While after polygon 
generated, the height of lift offsetting polygon is depended on 
the distance between each center of the polygon to a certain 
interference curve. 

In addition, I used plug-in TT tools and python script 
automatically unroll and flatten the model OK to be laser cut 
and assemble in real space. The texture of grayscale (image 
above) is automatically generated by a python script. The 
texture can be directly used by Adobe Illustrator and print out, 
which would be highly precise and time-saving. 
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Potential
The inside-space could be a gallery 
or museum space. With dislocation 
of these units, a sequence of space 
will be created semi-automatically 
(because architects are filter and final 
decision maker).

Pattern generated

Select and delete

Offset, lift and loft

Architecturalize



Social & Living

The project is assumed to be built at an urban village. The whole piece of architecture is 
consisting of three high rise building and a base multi-function building. The whole buildings 
include a shopping mall, hotel, residence, community facilities, and green parks. The aim of 
the design is to facilitating communication for the people from the low-income group. The 
building will create a better environment with low-rent for young people working in high-tech 
companies nearby, such as HUAWEI Shenzhen. These people are busy in work and have less 

High rise building

11 / 2017

time to interact with others. Therefore, bridges and interlocking spaces are designed for social 
space of this building. Bridges between three buildings are able to connect residents in different 
buildings and create convenience for people to meet or date with each other after busy work. 
Supermarket on the first several floors solves daily needs and create potential communication. 
While green parks on the ground and on top of buildings increase spaces such as balconies and 
rooftops relief tense motions and thus there could become Instagram lands. 
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The logic of generation is considered as blocks and dislocate these blocks, in order to create 
public spaces. Buildings are separated by X-axis which allowed more residents to enjoy the 
sunlight. Bridges are inserting into buildings after a certain height. The total height of the three 
buildings is intentionally differentiated so that the skyline would be attractive to people when 
they are standing on the ground or the roof. 

SightSunlight Curculation

AccessibilitySkylineNoise



Flexible & Organic
Free shape & texture study

With T-Splines & Vray & 3D Printing

11 / 2018

The mission of the task is to produce a simple free shape with software. The 
shape of this work is inspired by the human figure. The figure has two legs, a 
head, and a ball-shaped body. All shapes are developed from a quad ball, which 
is consisted of 24 identical faces and suitable for all direction extrusion.

3D Printer and CNC milling machine are acted as important roles in this task. 
The free shape can be easily produced by the 3D printer, which is almost 
impossible and time consuming for hand makers. While CNC milling machine 
is proficient to produce a large scale of the base in this task.
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Contour



Texture study
Not only we explore the possibility of free shape, but also study 
the texture with rendering. In this task, color, texture, reflections, 
transparency, and lighting of studio set are acted as elements to 
influence the performance.

Light and reflextion

Refraction Fur

Color



The hundreds of times bigger of free 
shape models could be several structures, 
sculpture or a shell, same to the project 1. 
While in this case, I put these free shapes 
in Syracuse campus with an appropriate 
scale, and they become a set to rest and 
visit for students who are walking around.

Potential
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